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As shared by Digital Media Instructor Sean Wybrant: 

Palmer WBL Students Present for a Global Conference 

A group of our Work Based Learning kids were invited to present to a global audience during a live stream of a conference run by 

the company that makes the game design software we use in class. This is partly because of the work the kids did last year for the 

Space Foundation, but over half of the team is new this year and has already helped make an app for a different partner 

organization. Recently, they participated in a panel conversation for about 30 minutes, and they talked about why education matters, 

how they want to change the world, and what empowerment looks like.  

Each student was articulate, prepared, and shone on camera. We haven't gotten stats about their viewer stats back yet, but the 

conference was expecting between 5,000 and 12,000 unique global attendees across the day; even with that potential number of 

viewers the kids were cool and collected. As one of the conference reps said at the end of our session, "They crushed it!" The 

students were also interviewed for a follow-up piece on Fox21 News, which can be viewed here. 

Congratulations to juniors Jackson B. and Gray P. and seniors Keyshawn B., Timothy B., Sasha F., Emmalyn G., Ashton L., 

Samantha M., and Yatziry V. for their contributions to this panel! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the parent perspective: Palmer parent Jennifer Stevens 

I’ve been impressed with the ways the IB program stresses good communication. One way it comes through is in the volume of 

writing required. Kids come away not only with good written-communication habits—but, because they’ll have done so much writing, 

with confidence in their ability. That goes a long way in college—because they know how to tackle assignments that intimidate kids 

who’ve written only a small fraction of what our kids will have. (More than once, I’ve talked with Palmer IB grads who come home 

from college after their first semester away and say, “I’m so prepared—but so many other kids aren’t.”) 

Beyond that, teachers in this program are helping our kids learn to communicate what they need—to advocate for themselves—and to 

not be afraid to speak up.  

By extension, they’re advocating for and communicating their ideas and what they believe. IB places an emphasis on critical 

thinking—on questioning. That’s good training for the wider world. I think kids come out of this program with the skills required to 

be engaged citizens, and a critical part of that engagement is being able to not only parse an issue—to poke holes in an idea and 

challenge it—but to communicate their beliefs about it persuasively rather than combatively. Does this mean you’ll always get a well-

reasoned argument at the dinner table? No. But I’m reasonably confident they know how to make one!  

-- Jen Stevens, mom to 3 IB kids 

 

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.fox21news.com/news/palmer-high-school-students-exploring-virtual-reality/__;!!PxqSVfdnIr8-KgU!9yl61Uwdc8k7W4TdRgYTr16fwLa4c5_G7Oo5Ej46BiCsIa9YvkABAj2dIhSc9Vu826YCAtH4cUvyrqh6YNgn$


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Palmer IB Programme Contacts 

Head of School ● Lara Disney ● 719-328-5000 ● lara.disney@d11.org 

Diploma and Career Programmes Coordinator ● Karen Owens ● 719-328-5078 ● karen.owens@d11.org 

Middle Years Programme Coordinator ● Anton Schulzki ● 719-328-5075 ● anton.schulzki@d11.org 

IB Administrative Assistant ● Alison Thiesfeld ● 719-328-5073 ● alison.thiesfeld@d11.org 

 

The Theory of Knowledge Exhibition on November 17th was a massive success! The students were so thrilled to share their 

insights with their peers, teachers, and community members, and the feedback heard from our visitors was universally positive. 

Huge thanks to Keith Ferguson and Jeremy Joiner for supporting our amazing students in their journey, and thank you to all 

those who attended. 

 

Middle Years Coordinator, Anton Schulzki 

As the MYP coordinator, I have to echo Karen Owens comment about how important for both students and adults at Palmer 

to be effective communicators. For our MYP students this is something that both comes easy and yet is a challenge. When I 

walk into a classroom, I often find students are engaged in all types of communication – from talking to their friends, to 

sending text messages, and yes, occasionally talking on the phone! To be fair, we as teachers are working to have our students 

become effective communicators to improve their skills in the various academic classes. One area that our 10th grade students 

are seeking to improve is how they communicate the work they are doing on their Personal Projects. Communicating is one of 

the Approaches to Learning skills that students will be asked to focus on in the Personal Project report.   

10th grade students should be working on their Personal Project – and parents can be helpful communicators by checking in 

with their children and asking a simple question, “How is the Personal Project coming along?” I look forward to hearing from 

you with your insights about how well our students – your children are doing! 

Diploma and Career-Related Programmes Coordinator, Karen Owens 

Of all of the learner profile traits included in the IB Learner Profile, I find one that needs continuous development and 

reinforcement for our students and the adults leading them is striving to be effective Communicators. Successful 

communication includes so many vital and nuanced skills, and even as a veteran educator I find it a constant area of focus in 

which I can improve. How we tell our stories is as important as the stories we tell, and these students have found creative, 

successful, and valuable ways to tell their stories. That’s an important reflection regarding all of our learner profile traits: we are 

never really finished developing these skills, and ideally we take on these principles as life-long goals. 

I am so proud of our Work Based Learning students and the ways in which they have honed their communication skills to be 

effective in front of a global audience. WBL can be an integral part of our Career-Related Programme, which strives to help 

students develop the nebulously-defined soft skills, like effective communication, that are necessary to become successful 

adults. How we tell our stories is as important as the stories we tell, and these students have found creative, successful, and 

valuable ways to tell their stories. 

I encourage each of you to hold us all, students and adults, accountable for improving our skills as Communicators. I 

continually welcome your feedback. 
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